The Jungle Tour Guide

Lion X is 100% community driven.
It’s a project Leveraging The Tools and Resources of Web 3.0
and Blockchain technology as a collective.
Native DeFi Smart Contracts on LionX are built to distribute
Rewards Passively amongst Community Pride Members that
interact.
LionX/LDA were created to help the transition from
Industrial to Digital Making it easy for not so tech savvy
groups & individuals. The Development of easy on ramping
solutions to integrate Traditional business/entertainment
models to this new Digital era.
LionX- is a decentralized Environment of Networks.
LDA- The Utility & Governance of the ecosystem.
All native smart contracts are self operating via
Tron blockchain, along with this brings
transparency and Verifiability of reward sharing.
We’re seeking to become one of the largest Decentralized
ecosystems Leveraging the Potential of
Smart Contracts in real life use cases.

Jungle is a very important Contract to the LionX Ecosystem.
(Mine LDA & Earn TRX Passively)
Welcome to the Jungle
Pride members who enter in TRX For Jungle,
which is always pegged 1:1 to TRX.
An entry fee of (50%) is charged on
every enter and roll + (10%)
which is all allocated to Rewards.
TRX from the reward pool is released all day every day to Jungle
Holders. 2% of the total Reward Pool is distributed per day.
The Jungle Contract mints LDA on every (Enter) & (Roll).
Fees that come with interacting:
50% entry fee [40% Reward Pool
+ 5% Instant Rewards + 2% Referral
+ 1% Buyback (Used to Buy LDA off Market, Redistributed
amongst LDA stakers)
+1% Random Distribution (Rewards amongst Jungle holders)
+1% Sustained Development]
10% exit fee (9% reward pool +1% sustained development)

Consumption

Energy Consumption List
Buy(enter) - consumed energy = 142,802
- 225,000
Sell(Leave) - consumed energy = 65,069 89,000
Roll(Keep the party going) - 155,877 187,769
Withdraw(Party Pooper) - 55,989 - 69,263

